
Sunday 31st August 2014 

Pre-Season Friendly Match at Enfield Playing Fields (Pitch 14) 
 

Kick-Off: 10.30.a.m. 
 

Result: EDMONTON ROVERS ..............5 HADLEY GREEN ....................... 3 Half-Time: 1-2 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-4-2) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Mal SAPHIRIS OFF HT  

15 RB Chris WEBB   

16 CH Terry MOORE    

6 CH/CM Holding 24 George STAHLMANN   

3 LB Sean CUMMINS   51 Mins. 

7 RM Tem ADIL   

4 CM Holding/CM 24 Danny HAGAN   

11 CM Leon McKENZIE-McKAY (Captain) OFF (Inj.) 24  

9 LM Justin DICKINSON   

17 CF Michael TAYLOR  33, 64 Mins. 

10 CF Jack BANGS OFF HT  

SUBSTITUTES 

14 CH Lexton HARRISON ON 24  

12 CF Tony ECCLES ON HT 62, 89 Mins. 

1 GK Grant BAKER ON HT  

OWN GOALS Scored For Us: 
 

MANAGER: James Hatchett CLUB LINESMAN: Not Required 

ATTENDANCE: 18  

OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT: L.Hughes, D.Daley, S.Jackson (Briefly) 

OPPONENTS’ FAIR PLAY MARK (Out of 10): N/A OUR FAIR PLAY MARK (Given by Opponents): N/A 

REFEREE: Dave Stevenson REFEREE’S MARK (Out of 100): N/A 

BOOKINGS: None SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Mainly Sunny STATE OF PITCH: A bit small but otherwise perfect 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (10 Players) Alan Barnard (Away), Daniel Daley (Ankle Injury), Michael Sharman (Knee Injury), Garry Cover 

(Working), Daniel Cascoe (Back Injury), Josh Toumany (Ankle Injury), Andre Bennett (Thigh Injury),  Ali ‘TJ’ Sowe (Groin Strain) 

Saturday/Sunday Drop-Outs: Krishan Singh (‘No Show’), Younes Jouied (‘No Show’) 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-4-1-1):  1. ‘Grant ?’ (GK); 2. Dan Houghton ? (RB), 16. Tom Hallam ? (CH), 19. ‘Paul’ (CH),  

11. Alistair Lomer-Cross (LB); 7. Richard Gregory ? (RM), 14. ‘Charlie’ (CM), 13. Chris Barton (CM), 15. Joe Sibley (LM); 

10. Giuliano Cinotti (IF); 17. Simon Rose (CF…Captain)  

 Subs.:  5. Jonathan Rolfe, 9. ‘Nick’ ?, 6. Alessandro Biolchi ?, 4. Jamie Gibson 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:  Cinotti (14 Mins.), Lomer-Cross (32 Mins.), ‘Charlie’ (77 Mins.) 
 

 

MATCH REPORT 

In order to try and gain a bit of confidence after three successive defeats, we arranged our final Pre-Season Friendly against Hadley Green, a 

side who had finished third from bottom in the Waltham Sunday League’s bottom division last season. However, we were missing 10 players 

from our squad and only had two outfield players ‘on the bench’ for this one, while newly-appointed Vice-Captain Leon McKenzie-McKay had 

to go off injured after only 24 minutes. We had already found ourselves a goal down after 14 minutes though when keeper Mal Saphiris 

missed his punch from a hopeful 40-yard free-kick and allowed it to sail in under his crossbar. We then went further behind in the 32nd 

minute, albeit against the run of play when a corner was deflected in at the near post, but we managed to pull a goal back just a minute 

later from a set-piece of our own when Michael Taylor volleyed in from close range after George Stahlmann had headed Danny Hagan’s deep 

free-kick back across goal. That goal gave us a lot more confidence and we created numerous chances in the last 12 minutes of the half but 

came off at Half-Time still trailing 2-1. We then made a couple of changes for the start of the Second Half, bringing on Tony Eccles for Jack 

Bangs up front and Grant Baker on for his debut in goal, replacing Mal Saphiris. Hadley Green had also made several substitutions, but a 

number of their players looked very unfit and that was to make a difference in the Second Half as we largely dominated throughout. Sean 

Cummins got an early equaliser for us in the 51st minute with a close-range finish after running onto a convenient rebound from Tem Adil’s 

blocked shot, then in the 62nd minute Tony Eccles put us into the lead for the first time in the match with a good first-time finish following 

a crunching challenge from Terry Moore and a perfect through ball from Justin Dickinson. We then went 4-2 up just two minutes later when 

Michael Taylor spectacularly volleyed in a loose ball from just inside the area for his second of the match, but he then wasted the chance to 

score a hat-trick in the 67th minute when he sidefooted a shot against the post when clean through. We then went and let in another silly 

goal from a set-piece after 77 minutes though to give Hadley Green some hope of getting back into the match as too many of our players 

switched off and allowed a quick free-kick to be taken which left keeper Grant Baker facing a one-against-one where he got beaten to the 

ball by an untracked runner. However, Tony Eccles made the game safe for us in the 89th minute after running onto a quality chipped through 

ball from Danny Hagan to score his second of the match with a neat lob past the advancing keeper, who had certainly kept the score down 

with a number of good saves. Manager James Hatchett was well pleased with the performance in his post-match team-talk and we can now 

go into our first League match of the season with renewed confidence.                                                                       LAURENCE HUGHES 


